
Red Belt 2nd and 1st Gup Practice Test 

1) What are the Five Codes of Tang Soo Do? 

 Code #1 

 Code #2 

 Code #3 

 Code #4 

 Code #5 

 

2) A testing examiner in Korean is called 

a. kwan chang nim    b. sah bum nim 

 c. shim sa kwan nim    d. Sun bae nim 

3) Tang Soo Do originated in the country of _______________. 

  

4) Breaking in Korean is called 

 a. kyuck pa   b. shim kong 

  c. ki hap    d. shi sun 

 

5) What is the name of my instructor? 

 ____________________________________________________________. 

6) The Grandmaster of World Tang Soo Do is? 

 ____________________________________________________________.   

7) Kwan Chang Nim E Kyung Yet means 

 _____________________________________________________________. 

 



8) A school or classroom in Korean is called? 

 _____________________________________________________________. 

9) A Red belt represents 

 a. blood, life, energy, attention and control b. plants curtain their growth  

         and prepare to flower 

 c. a seed dormant beneath the snow.  d. new growth which appears in 

         spring 

10) When the instructor says “ahn jo” it means to? 

 a. salute the flag    b. come to attention 

 c. sit     d. relax 

 

11) Match the following English terms to the correct Korean terms. 

E ji kwan soo s      spear hand punch 

bit cha ki      jump spinning roundhouse kick 

chun kul ssang soo     two hand block, front stance 

phaheso ahnu ro mah ki     low two hands X block 

cchick ki      back kick            

dwi cha ki      two finger spear hand 

ssang soo ha dan mah ki     axe kick 

deah dwi tollyo cha ki     outside inside block           

yup hu ryo cha ki     side punch 

choong dan hang jim      jump side kick 

mirro yup cha ki     hook kick 

kwan soo kong kyuck     diagonal kick     

e dan yup cha ki      stepping side kick 



 

 

Question for 2nd Gup 

12) How many counts are there in pyung ahn oh dan? 

 

Question for 1st Gup 

13)  How many counts are there in bassai? 

14) Fill in the blank 

Red belt represents _____________, ____________, ______________, ______________ and  

______________. The student’s power and techniques begin to _____________ and 

__________. 

15) Which is one of the seven tenets of Tang Soo Do. 

 a. loyalty to country  b. self-control  

 c. obedience to parents  d. no retreat in battle 

 

16) Fill in the Fourteen Attitude Requirements. 

1. ._____________________________should be enhancement of _______and 

__________betterment. 

2. ___________ approach. 
3. All out ________. 
4. Maintain ____________ and _____________________________. 
5. Practice _______________ all the time.  
6. Regularly _______________________________________. 
7. Always ________ and follow __________________________ of instructors or seniors. 
8. _______________be overly ambitious. 
9. ______________________________________________________________. 
10. Always ___________________________________training schedule 
11. ____________________practice all _________________already learned. 
12. __________________ new techniques, ________________________________ as well.  
13. When you begin to feel ____________, try to __________________________. 
14. Cleanliness ___________________.  ________________________________ clean. 



17) What is the purpose of Tang Soo Do Training? 

 1. _________________________________________________________  

 2. Health 

 3. _________________________________________________________ 

 

18) What do we do to the flags when entering the dojang? 

 

19) A student should not wear any ________________when in uniform. 

 

20) When the chief instructor of the school or a high ranking guest enters the dojang, the 

 highest ranking member in the class should _________________________________ and 

 have the class___________.  

 

21) Matching. Look at the list of commands used in class and draw a line from the Korean 

 term to it’s matching English word 

Shi Jak   Sit 

Cha Ryut  Attention 

Kuki Bae Rye  Salute the flag 

Ahn Jo   Return 

Muk Yum  Meditiation 

Shio   Begin 

Ba Ro   Relax or rest 

 

22) On the Korean flag, the two solid and one broken bar represent_____________. 

a. earth   b. fire 



c. water   d.  heaven 

23) In the Association Symbol-Insignia, the practitioner represents 

 a. mastering the art of Tang Soo Do b. mastering a flying side kick 

 c. becoming a Master   d. the special and unique character of  

        TSD 

24) What is the Korean term for horse riding stance? 

 a. choong dan yup mahk ki b. choong dan hang jim 

 c. kee ma ja seh   d. chun kul ja she 

 

25)  Matching. Match the Korean term with the correct English word. 

Sa ko rip ja seh   ready stance 

Chun kul ja seh   horse stance 

Kee ma ja seh    front stance 

Choon bee ja seh   side stance 

Hu kul ja seh    fighting stance 

 

26) Matching. Draw a line from the following English words to the correct Korean terms. 

 These are the tenets of Tang Soo Do: 

 Thank you     chon kyung 

 Concentration     ko map sum ni da 

 Endurance     kyum son 

 Humility     in neh 

 Respect     chung shin tong il 

27) The Association flag is called the ___________________. 

 



 

28) The command to do a hyung without the count is________. 

 a. Ku ryung up shi  b. chung shin tong il 

 c. Ku ryung e mat cho so c. Chon kyung 

 

29) Fill in the Korean Numbers: 

 IL   Hana 

 E   Tul 

 _______  ______ 

 Sah   Net 

 _______  ______ 

 Yuk   Yasot 

 Chil   Ilgup 

 _______  ______ 

 _______  ______ 

 Sip   Yol 

  

30) Yuk Soo is knife defense and reverse punch in what stance? 

a. kee ma ja she   b. chun kul ja she 

 c. sa ko rip ja she   d. hu kul ja she 

 

31) The Silla Dynasty was founded in what year? 

 a. 57 BC    b. 37 BC 

 c. 18 BC    c. 1392 AD 



32) Kugoryo was located in what part of Korea? 

a. northwest   b. southeast 

 c. northern   c. southwest 

 

33) The _________Dynasty united the three kingdoms in ______________AD. 

 

34).  Our five codes of Tang Soo Do, were originated by the monk 

 a. Wang Kun   b.  Won Kwang 

 c. Hwang Kee   d. Ko Hwang  

 

35) The Silla Kingdom was overthrown by the warlord 

 a.  Hwang Kee   b. an unknown monk 

 b.  Wang Kun   c. Won Kwang 

36) Koryo was founded in what year? 

a.  668 AD    b. 918 AD 

b.  935 AD    c. 37 BC 

 

37) In 1392 AD the New Kingdom, ______________succeeded and lasted 

 a. 475 years   b. 100 years 

 b. 500 years   c.  50 years 

 

38) Grandmaster Shin was inspired by whom to start his training in martial arts? 

 a.  Hwang Kee    b. an unknown monk 

 b.  Wang Kun    c. Won Kwang 

 



39) Grandmaster Shin was born in Korea in____. 

 a. 1920    b. 1945 

 c. 1936    d. 1998 

 

40) Grandmaster Shin started martial arts at the age of 

 a. 10    b. 7 

 c. 13    d. 12 

 

41) In 1968 Black Belt magazine honored Jae C. Shin by devoting a full chapter to him in the 

 book 

 a. 20th Century Warriors   b. Greatest Black Belts of All Time 

 c. Legendary Martial Arts Figures d. U.S. Tang Soo Do Masters 

 

42) Korea was occupied by the Japanese military regime from 1909 until__________. 

 

43) After World War II several martial arts training schools were established. Master Hwang 

 Kee established_____________. 

 a. Song Moo Kwan  b. Chi Do Kwan 

 c. Moo Duk Kwan  d. Yun Moo Kwan 

  

44) Grandmaster Shin was recruited into the Korean Air Force in 

 a. 1968    b. 1965 

 c. 1958    d. 1945  

 

 



45) Master Jae C. Shin came to the United States as a representative for the 

 a. United States Soo Bahk Do Assoc. b.  Korean Soo Bahk Do Assoc. 

 c. Korean Kong Soo Assoc.  d. Korean Tae Kwon Do Assoc. 

 

46) He formed the United States Tang Soo Do Federation in 

 a. Newark, New Jersey   b. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

 c. New York, New York   c. Burlington, New Jersey 

 

47) When the World Tang Soo Do Association was created how many member countries                          

 were represented? 

 a. 24     b. 13 

 c. 12     d. 7 

 

48) On November ____-____,_______, a Charter Convention for the World Tang Soo Do 

Association was held in ___________________, Pennsylvania. 

 

49) Draw a line between the English word and the Korean term 

External power exercise    chung shim 

Spriritual power exercise    weh kong 

Internal power exercise    nae kong 

Focus of eyes      shim kong 

Balance      shi sun 

 


